Laura Fuelleman
Owner, Photographer, Drone Pilot
Mobile: (919) 545-4917
Laura@ShowSpacesPhoto.com
Local Custom Builder New Construction Non Exclusive, Royalty Free Licensing: Online and Local Print
Use
Upon receipt of payment, ShowSpaces Photography LLC grants use of the images to the invoiced
Builder for promotional purposes for an unlimited time including print in the local market and online.
This license is not transferable. Any commercial use of the images by a third party, including but
not limited to architects, developers, other builders, stagers, designers, contractors, rental
agencies, a listing agent, sellers, or buyers is strictly prohibited unless the builder is specifically
credited in every instance of use. Any other independent use must be approved in writing with
appropriate fees paid to ShowSpaces Photography LLC.
CoMarketing: On occasion, use of a Builder’s imagery may be used in conjunction with a Developer,
Architect or Representative for Sales in a Development. In such cases, the Builder must be specifically
named, credited and engaged in a specific local mutual business venture in conjunction with the use of the
imagery. If not, then the entity using the imagery is subject to a licensing fee to ShowSpaces
Photography. If the Builder is engaged in comarketing they must notify the CoMarketer of this
requirement. ShowSpaces Photography prefers to make contact with comarketing entity to
communicate such parameters and offer a quote of the licensing of the imagery to be used independent
of Builder credit.
Once the property is sold, the buyers may receive imagery files from the photographer free of
charge with the written limitation of personal use only. Send us your buyer’s name and email so
we can send the image files with the personal use release.
ShowSpaces Photography LLC retains copyright of all imagery created. Please note, for all
media delivered, the invoiced client is granted licensing, not ownership, upon payment bound by
the licensing terms as invoiced. If further use is desired for additional time frames and/or uses by
the client and/or another person or entity, ShowSpaces Photography LLC must be contacted for
licensing fees and written permission.
Any other issues related to our services are bound by our terms of service and its associated and
linked documents found here: https://showspacesphoto.com/terms-of-service/
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